EaseUS Software Newly Released Data
Recovery Wizard 9.5 Version for
Windows
NEW YORK, N.Y., Sept. 23, 2015 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Recently EaseUS
Software, an international provider of award-winning data protection, backup
and disk management utilities, announced the new release of Data Recovery
Wizard 9.5 edition for Windows, which proves to be an update in recovery
effectiveness. With enhancements on RAW file type support, v9.5 is a further
optimized RAW recovery solution. What’s more, it earns reliance and
preference from users and simplifies whole recovery process.
EaseUS Data Recovery Wizard 9.5 for Windows, a professional and effective
hard drive data recovery software, retrieves lost information, programs or
files in a safe way by quick and deep scanning. A distinct graphical
interface easily promotes communication with users and directions to recover
all files by simple steps. In particular, all scanned files roll out by lists
of file types, path or time. Recovering file previews allow users to foresee
the restoration results.
With multiple devices supported including PCs, laptops, hard drive, USB, SD
card, SSD & digital camera, this program is quite remarkable to undelete
files under various data loss environments; for example, formatted/RAW
partition. RAW file recovery reverts file types back to original state and
fixes the RAW file system to some degree in the process. It’s advisable to
save nothing into the problematic hard drive or partition to avoid
inaccessible file or irreparable loss.
RAW hard drive literally means the hard disks which have not been formatted
by file system. Due to formatting failure, virus attack, power outage or
computer crash, disk partitions may become RAW partitions – where data or
information cannot be written into and read. It is really worth bearing in
mind that the hard drive or partition will not be accidentally overwritten
before jumping into the recovery process which EaseUS Windows data recovery
tool has alerted. Common fixes of RAW files include formatting hard drive but
maybe involve risk of permanently erasing data. This competent data recovery
software attempts to recover most RAW files without threats as far as more
file type supports are concerned. Meanwhile, the recovery quality of this
multilingual 9.5 version can be called a great upgrade.
EaseUS Data Recovery Wizard 9.5 now reflects users’ demand of information
storage and requirement of recovery with high efficiency to guard against
suffering data disaster. With advanced features, especially RAW file
recovery, this reliable file recovery tool settles down more recovery
difficulties and transfers challenge into possibility.
Availability:
EaseUS Data Recovery Wizard 9.5 version for Windows available at:

http://www.easeus.com/data-recovery-software/.
About EaseUS Software:
EaseUS provides professional IT solutions for home, education and SMB users,
service providers in data recovery, backup, system optimization and partition
manager on both Windows and Mac platforms. Founded in 2004, EaseUS has
established itself as a fast-growing international company with over 100
million wonderful users in the world. For more information, please visit
http://www.easeus.com/.
“EaseUS” is registered trademark of CHENGDU Yiwo Tech Development Co., Ltd.
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